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ABOUT YOUNG WOMEN UNITED:

Young Women United (YWU) leads reproductive justice organizing and policy initiatives by and for self-identified young women and people of color in New Mexico. Young Women United works to build communities where all people have access to the information, education, and resources needed to make real decisions about their own bodies and lives. We move our work through: community based organizing, policy initiatives, leadership development, and communications and culture shift strategies.

YWU is proud to build our work at the intersection of people's identities, while centering the expertise of those most impacted by an issue. Our constituency includes First Nation/Indigenous/Native American, Black/African American, Asian American and Chicanx/Latinx/Hispanic women and people, many of whom identify across Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer spectrums.

YWU works to elevate an intersectional vision of reproductive justice around five campaign issue areas: advancing reproductive rights and access to reproductive health care; Embodying a Warrior State of Mind: a campaign de-stigmatizing LGBTQ youth mental health; leading criminal justice reform while improving access to prenatal care and treatment for substance using pregnant women; increasing access women of color have to a full range of birthing options including licensed midwifery models of care; building educational equity for expectant and parenting young people. YWU also runs Circle of Strength, a leadership development program for self identified young women of color ages 13-19.
RESPECTING YOUNG PEOPLE, REALIZING REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH FOR ALL OF US

Young Women United (YWU) defines “Teen Pregnancy Prevention” as an articulated strategy or campaign designed to keep young people from becoming parents as teenagers, of which the underlying premise is that teen pregnancy is inherently something that needs to be prevented. YWU understands teen pregnancy prevention to be inaccurate and stigmatizing. This report serves to discredit myths regularly perpetuated by the frame and messaging that function as the foundation of teen pregnancy prevention models.

In YWU’s early organizational years, we and many others working on issues of reproductive health and reproductive justice used the language of teen pregnancy prevention within our efforts to highlight community needs and pull vital resources to young people and families in our state. As YWU grew in political power we were able to resource increasingly honest and strength-based approaches to our community organizing, policy initiatives, and culture shift strategies—while intentionally moving away from teen pregnancy prevention.

YWU understands that young people, like people of all ages, need high-quality reproductive health information and access to services—just not on the premise of preventing teen pregnancy. Naming that teen pregnancy prevention approaches are built upon misleading and biased research, YWU understands that by unfairly depicting young parents in a negative way these shame-based approaches are ineffective, and actually fuel discrimination against young parents causing harm to their families. Young people, including young parents, need accurate information and basic respect—so that they may have what they need to be who they are, and to thrive.

It’s crucial that justice minded allies, advocates and policy makers invest in the resources, education, and information young people need to make decisions about their own bodies and lives, while moving away from problematic and harmful teen pregnancy prevention approaches. We must stop blaming young people in general—and young parents in particular—for systemic inequities. By putting blame where it isn’t deserved, we fail to address underlying causes of the challenges facing youth and their families today. Most importantly, we miss opportunities for real impact and meaningful change.
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For Young Women United, a critical part of realizing reproductive justice means ensuring all people have access to the reproductive health care they may need, over their lifetimes. Our work begins and ends with respect; the following values guide our reproductive health work alongside young people:

**CENTERING AGENCY OF YOUNG PEOPLE TO MAKE MEANINGFUL AND INFORMED DECISIONS ABOUT THEIR OWN BODIES AND LIVES**

At Young Women United we are working so that all people have the education, information and resources needed to make real decisions about their own bodies and lives, including the decisions young people make regarding pregnancies and parenting. In principle and in practice, this means that we trust in the capacity of young people to think, act and exist for themselves. In order to make meaningful and informed decisions for themselves, young people must have access to a full range of reproductive health care information and services they may need. Through policy initiatives and culture shift strategies, YWU works to improve access to reproductive health care, not on the premise that teen pregnancy is something that should be prevented, but because we understand reproductive health care to be essential to the health and well being of our communities.

**ACKNOWLEDGING CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL LEGACIES OF REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH IN COMMUNITIES OF COLOR**

In this country, women and families of color have survived deep-seated and direct actions/programs/policies designed to control our reproductive functions and eliminate the autonomy of our communities. We have been systematically denied our right to decide if, when, and how we may get pregnant and/or create our families. Beginning with historical realities that have shifted into current day concerns, from contraceptive coercion to forced sterilization, the legacies of colonization, slavery and eugenics must be acknowledged in order to effectively respond to the pressing reproductive health care needs of young people today.

**RECOGNIZING CONTEXT OF INTERSECTIONAL IDENTITIES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE IN NEW MEXICO**

Young Women United is proud to work at the intersection of people’s identities. We understand that each person has their own unique experience navigating the world that is shaped by identities they carry—the identities they were born into, their chosen identities, and the identities assigned to them by people and institutions over their lives. YWU understands that each of us exists as whole people who live gendered, raced, classed, sexual, disabled, and/or abled lives and more. By recognizing the complexities of who we are and how we arrived at our current lived realities, we are able to organize across issue areas and collectively envision better conditions by and for ourselves, our families and loved ones, and our communities.
DEBUNKING MYTHS

A NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY:

Young Women United uses the term “young parents” rather than “teen parents” within our organizing and policy initiatives, and throughout arguments to dismantle teen pregnancy prevention myths. Following the direction of young parent activists and leaders, including many in New Mexico and the transformational group #NoTeenShame, we see use of the term “young parents” as a powerful exercise that foregrounds identity and recognition of young parents while subverting the paternalism, and stereotypes inherent in the term “teen parents.”

We intentionally utilize gender neutral language referencing young parents instead of focusing solely on young moms. Too often teen pregnancy prevention is framed around teen moms; it is not only problematic to impose a “burden of responsibility” on young moms, but also leaves no room for the complex gender identities all people carry.

Additionally, YWU acknowledges that historically women have had older sexual partners, that outdated data suggests many young moms conceive their children with significantly older partners, and that limited demographic information exists regarding male partners fathering children born to young moms. For YWU, these observations serve as a point of departure for more nuanced analysis and exploration.
Many believe that costs associated with teen parents are wrapped up in handouts to “needy” families, in the forms of food stamps, cash assistance, health care coverage, etc. Yet the “social costs” inaccurately attributed to young parents and their families do not stem from their young parenthood, but instead are connected back to pre-existing and systemic poverty. Most teen pregnancy prevention advocates insist on the contrary and go to great lengths to highlight the alleged price tag of adolescent pregnancy.

According to the National Campaign to Prevent Teen and Unplanned Pregnancy, adolescent childbearing in the United States cost taxpayers at least $9.4 billion in 2010. The National Campaign explains that the high cost is “associated with negative consequences for the children of teen mothers, including increased costs for health care, foster care, incarceration, and lost tax revenue.”

The National Campaign’s calculations are particularly deceptive considering over 55% of their reported costs of adolescent childbearing are based on estimated unearned income and the subsequent lost tax revenue from young parent families over their lifetimes. This means that the National Campaign and teen pregnancy prevention advocates are effectively blaming young parents for earning less income, spending less money, and paying less in taxes. What the National Campaign fails to acknowledge is that the majority of these parents would have followed a similar economic trajectory, whether or not they became teen parents. It is outrageous to blame young families for making less money and paying less taxes over a lifetime—especially when their parenting status is not the primary factor that determines their potential to earn income.

The New Mexico Department of Health states in a May 13, 2015, Report to the Legislative Finance Committee: “Negative outcomes associated with teen births cost New Mexico an estimated $84 million annually.” The report details the ostensible local economic costs to taxpayers; such detailing of costs and negative outcomes serves to overwhelm the reader with alleged hard facts that are anything but.

For decades, scholars from diverse fields such as public health, communications, sociology, and economics have cautioned against such economic arguments blaming young parents for being poor because they confuse the direction of causality. It is misleading, manipulative and profoundly unethical to scapegoat and pressure young people to take personal responsibility for "social costs" rooted in systemic inequities.
Among the professed negative consequences for the children of adolescent parents are: “increased risk of abuse, neglect, foster care, incarceration, participation in the child welfare system” and poor educational performance and attainment. While these outcomes in many families are too often real, young parents are getting blamed for the consequences of poverty and systemic inequities.

Data consistently shows that the age someone becomes a parent does not determine or predict their or their children’s future. An individual’s health, social and economic trajectory is not likely to change for better or worse if they have their first child as an adolescent, or in their 20’s, 30’s or 40’s.

For some young people, the decision to carry a pregnancy and parent may be described as an attempt to improve outcomes for oneself and family over a lifetime. In many indigenous communities and communities of color, environmental violence and injustice have created toxic lived environments in which the reproductive health and well-being of people is under attack. Young parenting has been described by various scholars as “adaptive” and even as a protective factor against low birth weight and infant mortality given disparities in maternal and infant health outcomes among low-income communities and communities of color. Public health scholar Arline Geronimus calls it “a strategy for coping with economic uncertainty” and a decision shaped by “the traditions or, more importantly, the environmental contingencies and life expectancy faced by members of poor families who hope to provide for children’s well-being.”

It is important to note: becoming a young parent cannot be simply chalked up to “irresponsibility” or “making bad decisions”. Becoming pregnant and deciding to parent can be a rational decision, particularly given a context of systemic deprivation and disadvantage where conditions for economic progress are stifling and/or nearly impossible. Why postpone parenting when opportunities for socio-economic advancement are few whether or not childbearing is delayed? Why wait to have children when it may be a sound strategy for a young person to parent while they and the members of their support system are in (relatively) optimal health?

S.E. Cashdollar, a researcher who in 2012 conducted a study on adolescent mothers in New Mexico’s Doña Ana County with the assistance of the county’s Health and Human Services Department, found that some young mothers had poor information about and limited access to contraception. Many, however, “told me they had knowledge of and access to contraception, but they simply chose not to use it. For them, motherhood was a deliberate choice; prospects of a college education and lucrative career were chimerical and abstract, while motherhood promised a sense of purpose and motivation they found hard to come by in their other pursuits.”
Teen pregnancy prevention campaigns extoll delaying parenting as a key to “breaking the cycle of poverty,” yet research shows that the cycle continues unabated and “poor outcomes” are present whether people parent as adolescents or not. If policy makers truly want to address those outcomes, adolescent pregnancy prevention is not a sound strategy. Bettering young people’s life chances is a prerequisite to improving their and their children’s outcomes—an approach that sociologist Gretchen Sisson argues for and describes as a “class conscious model of adolescent sexual health.”

Insisting on the falsehood that adolescent childbearing is the cause of “poor outcomes” is not only ineffective as a strategy to improve young people’s lives, it is also dangerously misguided in the case of low-income communities and communities of color since it fails to grapple with the adaptive or protective effects of some who parent young. The key to improving the outcomes that are presently correlated with—but not caused by—adolescent childbearing is working towards undoing socio-economic inequities.
It is neither accurate nor fair to describe as “babies” or “children” the many contemporary teenagers in the U.S. who, whether parenting or not, are shouldering adult responsibilities. For many young people today being a teenager means serving as caretakers and carrying financial responsibility for themselves, their parents, siblings, and whole networks of loved ones, among other things.

The “babies having babies” label is also incredibly inaccurate given that 73% of teenage mothers are over 18—thus they are legally adults in most states and most are also eligible to pay taxes, buy a house, be drafted, get sued, go to jail, vote and serve jury duty. Sociologist Karen Sternheimer explains: “We like to infantilize teens, or focus on their bad behavior, even though some of them are functioning as adults. [...] We’ve redefined adolescence as an extension of childhood, whereas it used to be a precursor to adulthood.” The prism through which adolescents are viewed as “babies” or “children” is specifically a contemporary middle-class one where youth are expected to delay childbirth, go to college to study, “find themselves,” party, perhaps even travel—all while still being their parents’ dependents.

In comparison, during the 1950s, it was fairly common in the United States for teenagers to have children. The adolescent birth rate in 1957 was nearly four times what it is today. The majority of these births were to 18 and 19 year olds within the context of marriage. Sociologist Stefanie Mollborn explains: “Technically, this made lots of young people teen parents, but it wasn’t considered a problem because they were engaging in a ‘normal’ life course.” While back then births out of wedlock were stigmatized, nowadays, non-marital births have become more accepted. Much of the stigma today, instead, is focused on birthing as an adolescent. So while their counterparts in the 1950s were perceived as adults, today’s teenagers—even the 18 and 19 year olds who are the majority of teen parents—are derided and fretted over for purportedly being “babies having babies” or “children having children.”

While some teen pregnancy prevention advocates do acknowledge that adolescents have surpassed childhood, most maintain that teens are developmentally incapable of successfully raising children of their own. Media and policy makers have latched onto the tentative results of some recent adolescent brain research as proof of the avowed irresponsibility, rashness and lack of impulse control of the “teen brain.” However, scientific evidence is far from conclusive and experts caution against prematurely drawing cause-and-effect links between biology and behavior.

A seemingly more benign proposition held by some teen pregnancy prevention advocates is that while young parents have “proven themselves capable of meeting many of the challenges of parenting [...] that ability does not mean that they should have to.”

73% of teenage mothers are over 18 — they are legally adults in most states and most are eligible to vote.
These advocates argue for a less judgmental approach to teen pregnancy prevention so that “teens are protected not because of their incapabilities, irrationality, or immaturity, or because of fears of their sexual development, but because they deserve the opportunity to experience adolescence free from the responsibilities of parenthood.” 30

The problem with this kinder version of teen pregnancy prevention is that it is based on an a priori appraisal of adolescence being an inappropriate life stage during which to parent. This approach is based on the presumption that a whole group of people should not be parenting and thus should be targeted through pregnancy prevention campaigns. While an honest discussion of the challenges (and advantages, and joys) of parenting young are necessary to quality reproductive health education for adolescents, setting out to “prevent” adolescent pregnancy predetermines that young parenting is not a sound or desired life course; this predetermination is simply incompatible with reproductive justice and self-determination. In the words of Gloria Malone, young mother and one of the founders of the #NoTeenShame campaign, participating in the #RespectYoungFams 2015 Twitter chat: “don’t assume that we don’t know what is best for us.” And as expressed in the same Twitter chat by the organization Youth-centered Health Design: “Viewing teen parents as immature, or worse as an extension of their own parents until they reach 18, is problematic.”31

While our society has made some strides towards questioning coercive tactics to control people’s reproductive autonomy based on race, class, and ability, the same has not yet happened with respect to age. Thus we, as a society, continue to justify teen pregnancy prevention as a public policy that seeks to prevent a certain group from reproducing by denying their capacity to parent.
Young parents are bombarded daily by messages that tell them they have “made a mistake” that has “ruined their lives.” A salient national example is the Candie’s Foundation ad campaign that proclaims: “You’re supposed to be changing the world... not changing diapers. Enjoy your youth by being a kid, not raising one.” The ad campaign frames young parenting as incompatible with pursuing other interests and dreams; it also poses young parenting as incompatible with joy. But the perspectives and experiences of young parents themselves debunk the notion that they have “ruined their lives” or the misconception that being a young parent will get in the way of thriving and having enjoyable, meaningful lives.

Many young parents report feeling more motivated to finish school after they became pregnant or began parenting, while others express that having children has been a great incentive to become more responsible and focused than their peers. As conveyed by two young parents who participated in the 2015 #RespectYoungFams Twitter chat: “Kids are our future and my children inspire me with going back to school and give back” (Linda Nastacio, @ZuniPride) and “They motivate u to finish things that you need to accomplish for your future, you become more determined” (Kelsi Lee, @kelsilove7). Other young parents powerfully speak to the joy and strength they derive from raising their children. As a reply to the question “How do your kids inspire you?” one young father said “As a father in my son’s life, I love reading to him. Makes me happy” (Young Women United, @YwuWomen) while a young mother stated “My daughter inspires me by telling me ‘you can do it, mommy’. hugging me, making my smile, and loving me” (TeenMomNYC, @TeenMomNYC).

Young parents have been very vocal in pushing for our society to rethink the present one-size-fits-all notion of youth success predicated on postponing parenting. They argue that young people must have room to define and pursue success for themselves, within a variety of circumstances. In the words of another parent who contributed to the 2015 #RespectYoungFams conversation by answering the question “what tools do young parents need in order for them and their families to succeed?”: “the chance to define our own path to success. going to school right away was not the right choice for me” (Hailea Squires, @haileasquires). And in the words of the New Mexico GRADS program dedicated to supporting young parents and their families: “We work with families who teach us what the definition of family means, we learn there are no molds” (New Mexico GRADS, @nmgrads).

Not only do many young parents’ experiences counter the presumption that they have “ruined their lives,” but the myth also falls apart when we recall that data shows parenting age is a poor predictor of an individual’s socio-economic outcomes. Furthermore, the accusation that adolescent parents have “ruined their lives” is particularly specious considering that the challenges, stigma and structural barriers that young parents do face are socially imposed and not at all an inevitable consequence of their decision to parent young.
New Mexico’s Senate Memorial 25 (2012), authored by young parents and passed through YWU’s advocacy, recognizes the strengths and possibilities of young parents, while also countering the myth that young families are bound to fail:

“WHEREAS, positive change in the lives of young people is rooted in equal access to educational opportunities, living-wage jobs, affordable health care and safe housing; and WHEREAS, many young parents are raising wonderful, healthy and happy children; and WHEREAS, all families deserve dignity and equal rights; and WHEREAS, all parents have a future and all families matter; NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO that August 25, 2012 be designated as a day of recognition of young parents.”

CONCLUSION

Young Women United takes an explicit stance against efforts that seek to control, coerce or manage the reproductive agency of any person. Teen pregnancy prevention is designed to influence the reproductive decisions and outcomes of an entire segment of a population, simply on the basis of their age. We understand that the concept and practice of teen pregnancy prevention is built on a foundation of inaccurate information. Teen pregnancy prevention models are inherently flawed as they unfairly blame young people, and young parents specifically, for disparities in outcomes within our communities. We know that narratives that use young parents as scapegoats for social ills deflect real accountability away from broad systemic issues plaguing our families.

YWU’s vision of reproductive justice means young people have what they need to safely navigate their own reproductive lives, healthy relationships and families. Resources, policies, and priorities will better serve young people by addressing the root causes of inequity that impact quality of life and overall outcomes in our communities. If we are committed to a bright future for all young people, then we must invest in honest dialog and real change, instead of perpetuating the misconception that teen pregnancy is a problem that must be prevented.
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